Budget Narrative – February 28, 2021
This month’s report is taken from the February 28 snapshot in the 2020-21 fiscal
year, in which the operational budget shows an available balance of
$4,547,454. This is a considerable change from the prior month because we have
received the first installment of the Excess Cost Grant.
th

To review, the excess cost grant is calculated by adding up all the reasonable costs
of special education services a district provides to a particular student and
subtracting the district's “basic contribution.” The basic contribution is 4.5 times a
district's average per pupil expenditure for the preceding year, in the case of a
resident student, and 100% of that expenditure in the case of a state-agencyplaced child with no identifiable home school district. Any expenditure exceeding
the basic contribution is reimbursable by the state. Bristol’s PPE for 2019-20 is
$15,947; so after a student’s education cost reaches $71,762, we are able to apply
for Excess Cost Grant support. Typically, we receive about 70% of expenditures
that exceed the 4.5 times PPE threshold.
As you can see in the lower part of the summary sheet, we will now report
revenue received each month. At the time of the attached Munis report, the
receipt for Excess Cost was not yet entered, so I have manually adjusted the
summary total to reflect the YTD revenues received. Total revenues to date are
$1,909,190.
Revenues are an area of the budget for which we are mindful as we expect to fall
short of our anticipated revenue in the Rentals and Excess Cost lines. We have
not allowed activities beyond school-sponsored events in school buildings during
the pandemic; obviously, this will have a direct effect on the anticipated revenue
for Rentals. In the coming weeks, we will begin allowing for rentals as sector rules
change.
As you know, in the past several years the funding pool for special education
excess costs has remained flat while district expenses continue to rise; as a result,
many districts have received less support in excess cost funding. Through the
CABSO organization, CFOs across the state continue to make our voices heard as
we articulate our budget challenges with regard to unfunded mandates each
year. The lack of funding for excess cost at the state level is a particular source of
frustration as we believe in every child’s right to a Free and Public Education
(FAPE). The unpredictability and rising costs coupled with a flat-funded

pool make for an impossible budgeting challenge. We hope to see proper funding
by the state and a phase-in of excess cost eligibility in the near future.
1:1 Device Update
We are currently exploring the idea of transferring ownership of issued 1:1
devices to graduating Bristol students. We are thinking of transferring the Dell
laptops to graduating students for the current and next three years; then
continuing this practice by sending graduating students with the Chromebook
they would be issued as a freshman. The then four-year old Chromebook would
be nearing end-of-life status and therefore be of little value to the district but
tremendous value to the now young adult.
We currently budget approximately $325K each year to maintain rotating lease
programs of Chromebooks. We would transition this to a purchase rotation,
needing to buy 1200 devices per year – about half of what we are currently
leasing, resulting in a cost of about $35K less than what we are currently spending
in lease agreements.
I have reached out to Scott Smith, the City IT Director, and to Roger Rousseau, the
City Purchasing Agent. Both support this exploration and idea. Additionally,
I have reached out to Blum Shapiro; they have indicated that because
Chromebooks are not cataloged as assets, this would not pose an issue for the
District.
Lastly, I have reached out to other K-12 districts via the tech listserv to gauge how
many other districts may do something similar. I am currently compiling the
results I receive from this group. I am pleased to learn that several school
districts offer this type of support to their graduating students, and many districts
that currently do not do this are looking to incorporate this practice in the coming
years. I will share the compiled results of my survey with my colleagues across the
state and with you. I will continue this discussion with the BOE Operations
Committee later this month, and with the full Board during its April regular
meeting.
Cafeteria Report - Food Service
At this time, the cafeteria fund is running a deficit of $265,421. We estimate that
the weather-related closure and remote learning days totaled $45-50K in lost
reimbursement. Additionally, we are awaiting further state reimbursements as

well for the State Matching and Healthy Foods Certification; this is an estimated
$63K in additional revenue. Bringing the deficit total closer to $200K.
Below is a comparison of monthly federal reimbursements, comparing FY2020 to
FY2021:
FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT DOLLARS
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

2019-20

$321,694

$372,135

$278,185

$190,368

$332,203

$301,003

2020-21

$249,260

$299,479

$159,857

$115,747

$144,886

$170,920

Difference

$72,434

$72,656

$118,328

$74,621

$187,317

$130,083

The total difference in federal reimbursement funding to date is $655,439 less
than this time last year, yet we do not have a deficit in the program that
approaches this amount. We have maintained compliance with the Governor’s
Executive Order and kept all staff employed throughout the pandemic; we have
adjusted our purchasing wherever possible, and we have and will continue to
provide grab and go service for remote and hybrid learners.
During the month of February, we served 11,219 breakfasts and 24,813 lunches to
our in-person students; and served 9,597 breakfasts and 9,597 lunches through
the grab-and-go program to our remote students, giving us a total in February of
20,816 breakfasts and 34,410 lunches served.
It has been discussed that monies allocated to the district through ESSR II funding
may be used to offset the cafeteria deficit.
Additionally, I have reached out to the Personnel Committee to move forward in
the plan to update the Assistant Director of Food Services position to a 12-month
position, as projected in the budget development for FY22. With the move, we
will also eliminate a 10-month clerical position as we no longer require clerical
support for free & reduced lunch processing. These moves will result in an annual
savings of approximately $20K to the Food Service Program, so we are looking to
move forward at this time.

Appropriations & Transfers
The following monies were transferred at each site for purposes of providing
wrap-around services to students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEHS: $4,000 from Intern/Tutor Salaries; $4,000 from Field Trips; $2,000
from Textbooks; and $1,000 from Instructional Supplies
BCHS: $1,400 from Prof Svc; $1,300 from Instructional Supplies; $800
Admin Supplies
NEMS: $1,215 from Field Trips
STAF: $6,000 from Instructional Supplies
MTV: $1,246 from Instructional Supplies
IVY: $450 from Field Trips; $2,435 from Software/Licenses; $315 from
Instructional Supplies; $4,500 from Instructional Supplies

DW transfers to support the TEAM Program Stipends:
•

$6,300 from Prof Svc

The following monies were transferred at each site for purposes of
purchasing Geodes Kits for students:
•
•
•
•

EDGE: $161from Lib Books/Mag Subscriptions
HUBB: $70 from Lib Books/Mag Subscriptions
IVY: $77 from Lib Books/Mag Subscriptions
MTV: $161 from Lib Books/Mag Subscriptions

DW transfers to replace lost books:
•

$5,860 was transferred from Software/Licenses to Instructional Supplies

